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Main Characters: 

Tenshinhan
Android #17
Andriod #18
Imperfect Cell

Setting:

Right after the gang defeated #19 and have followed Dr. Gero to his lab. Dr. Gero just 
released #17 and #18. The new androids kill Gero. And now this is where things start to 
change from the original story.

Story:

The Z gang is puzzled that the 17 and 18 just killed they're maker. The gang begins to 
become really scared and fly off. Except for our hero Tenshinhan. He remains there to do 
battle with the evil andriods. He isn't scared of them. He will fight alone if he has to.

The andriods laugh at Tenshinhan's friends and ask Tenshinhan if he'd like to go to a 
different location to fight. Tenshinhan agrees. The three fly off and spot a good location 
to do battle. The land is flat (except for a few mountains) and it is an island. They fly 
towards the ground. They hit the ground and 17 says, "Lets just get this over with 18, I'll 
go first. Then after he's out of the way we'll find Son Gokou." "OK."

Tenshinhan is tired of waiting so he explodes foward and lands an enormous punch on 
17's face. 17 flies backwards. 17 hits a mountain and the whole mountain falls on him. 
Then all of the sudden Ten sees 17 break out of the mountain and flies with tremendous 
speed towards Tenshinhan. 17 swings his arm at Ten and Ten dodges the blow. To 17's 
suprise Tenshinhan is extremely fast! Then all of the sudden Tenshinhan disappears. 
Then 17 sees Ten in the sky. 17 asks, "Why don't you come down here and fight like a 
man!" Ten replies, "As you wish!" Then all of the sudden 17 sees Tenshinhan right 
beside him. In an instant Ten punches 17's head off of 17's body! Then Tenshinhan does a 
Kamehameha to get rid of 17's worthless head and body.

Tenshinhan says, "Next." Then 18 steps foward. She leaps foward and kicks Tenshinhan 
right in the sweets. Ten kneels over in pain. Ten asks, "Why did you have to go and do 
that?" That made Tenshinhan extremely mad. So Ten gets up and grabs 18's arms and 
rips them off of her. Tenshinhan decides to dispose of her body by using his Kikoho. He 
does so and that basically takes up all of Ten's power. And since Tenshinhan didn't know 
that Cell would come he didn't mind wasting all of his power to kill someone who kicked 



him in the balls.

Then Bulma flies in with her plane and tells Tenshinhan that a monster is attacking 
Gingertown and he should go check it out because the other Z soldiers are to scared!

To be continued... 


